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Abstract 
This article attempts to explain the form of human development that can be implemented through the medium of 
writing. In this context, this article tries to identify the human development elements present in Hamka’s novel 
entitled “Tenggelamnya Kapal Van Der Wijck”. To identify the elements of human development in the novel, this 
article will use ten domains of human development elements described by al-Banna. This article concludes that the 
novel “Tenggelamnya Kapal Van Der Wijck” suitable for reading materials in the process of human development on 
the reader. 
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1. Introduction 
Every human being must go through the process of human development that will improve quality of 
life from a low level to a higher level, this process can be done in various ways. One of the most suitable 
ways for the process of human development is through the literature works that has human development 
goals. 
In the Malay Archipelago, Southeast Asia, Hamka was a religious leader who has written many books 
with the goal of human development, the total number of books have been produced by Hamka is 118 
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books. Hamka’s literature works covering the subject of religion, philosophy and literature. Literature 
works produced by Hamka was well received from readers around Southeast Asia like Indonesia, 
Malaysia, Singapore, Brunei and others, Also Hamka’s literature works was reprinted several time. 
However Hamka’s work also received bad criticism and accusations and claimed by some people as weak 
literature work, some of Hamka’s literature works was banned and prohibited to reprint and distribute to 
mass reader. So this situation is a problem to Hamka’s literature works was prompted me to do research 
on Hamka’s literature work with respect to human development (Mohamed Anwar Omar Din, 2004; 
Abdul Rahman Abdul Aziz, 2007; Noriaki Oshikawa, 1997; Hamka, 2009; Nasir Tamara et al., 1984; A. 
Teuw, 1966). 
I chose novel entitled “Tenggelamnya Kapal Van Der Wijck” because the novel is a Hamka’s novel 
that has most popular response from readers around the Malay Archipelago, in addition, this novel was 
chosen by film producer and it becomes a story in visual form to shown on the viewers. 
2. Theoretical background 
2.1. Human development 
Muhammad al-Buraey (1985) explained that development is a process to provide happiness to human, 
the happiness and well-being is achieved by balancing the needs of spiritual and the needs of material in 
humanity. Since the creation of man is formed from two aspects means physical and spiritual aspects, al-
Ghazali (2005) states in the process of human development, both sides of physical and spiritual aspect 
must be managed properly and correctly so that finally will form a person who have high personality. The 
desired result from the implementation of human development is can be formed a person that is qualified 
to be members of society who can perform the duties well, so that they can together develop a community 
and nation to a better level (Ab Aziz bin Mohd Zin, 2010). So Human development in this paper means 
the efforts of man to her/his self to change to a better condition and also maintain a good condition. 
2.2. Human development through writing 
A piece of writing is able to form a human, this process will happen to someone when he/she read a 
piece of writing work (Misran Rokimin, 2001; John F. Savage, 2000), however these writing works can 
form a reader towards good that lead to human development (Ismail Ibrahim, 1988), or even to damage 
the human (Shahnon Ahmad, 1994), hence the effort of writing indeed towards human development need 
to be intensified and multiplied so that the objective of developing the perfect human is achieved. So 
human development through writing is a process of developing a human by reading a piece of writing 
such as books, novels, short stories, poetry, magazines, newspapers, comics and so forth. Therefore in this 
paper, human development through writing is human development efforts being carried through writing a 
novel. 
3. Methodological framework 
This paper will try to identify elements of human development that exists on the main character in the 
novel "Tenggelamnya Kapal Van Der Wijck", the main character named Zainuddin (Hamka, 2010). The 
elements of human development that will be used to measure the character of Zainuddin are elements of 
human development presented by al-Banna. Al-Banna present ten comprehensives elements of human 
development that covers physical and spiritual aspect, so these elements must be present in a person 
through the process of human development. The Ten elements are first healthy body; second good 
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behavior (akhlak al-Karimah); third highly knowledgeable (‘ilm); four self-reliance; five authentic faith; 
the sixth implement the properly worship; seventh self-control; eighth effectively manage time; ninth 
disciplined man, and the tenth people who have contributed to the community (Hasan al-Banna, 1992). 
4. Synopsis of the novel 
This novel tells the story of the life of a young man named Zainuddin. Since the nine-month-old 
Zainuddin has lost his mother’s love due to hir mother die and then Zainuddin brought up by his father. 
Not long after that when Zainuddin still was young, his father died. And then Mak Base takes 
responsibility to raise Zainuddin until Zainuddin become mature. 
After adult Zainuddin want to go to a village in Minangkabau where his father origin, after making 
resolve Zainuddin began the journey to Minangkabau. After a difficult journey to the sea and the land 
finally Zainuddin arrived at the Batipuh village in Minangkabau. Zainuddin initially accepted as a nephew 
of his father's family, but gradually it is being marginalized because Zainuddin considered an outsider, 
which means not an originally Minangkabau people and dubbed as "Son of Bananas". In this Batipuh 
village, Zainuddin met the girl who appealed to him called Hayati, and Zainuddin acquainted with Hayati. 
But the love story between Zainuddin and Hayati blocked by the wall of Minangkabau custom or 
tradition. 
Zainuddin was driven from Batipuh and travel to Padang Panjang to study theology, because in Padang 
Panjang there are many good an well known schools. After that, Zainuddin  suffer because he received 
news that her lover “Hayati” was married to other people. At the same time Zainuddin got a new that Mak 
Base was dead. Due to two bad news, Zainuddin’s life turned into a weakness. However, Zainuddin 
finally got up and moved to Jakarta to develop himself until he became a famous writer in Indonesia and 
Zainuddin famous with his pen name "Z". 
After a prolonged stay in Jakarta, Zainuddin decided to move to Surabaya because of Surabaya closer 
to his hometown in Mengkasar. In Surabaya, the love story of Zainuddin and Hayati tested again. 
Unfortunately the love story between Zainuddin and Hayati did not give happiness in the world and the 
novel ends with the death story of Zainuddin and Hayati (Hamka, 2010). 
5. Findings 
5.1. Healthy body 
Zainuddin character suffered bad health consequences of his failure to accept that her lover was 
married to someone else, this condition suffered by Zainuddin for several months, however, after his 
health and his body was successfully recovered and became healthy, Zainuddin regained with his healthy 
body until Zainuddin became a famous writer in Indonesia. 
5.2. Good behavior (akhlak al-Karimah) 
Zainuddin character through the story in this novel never does anything contrary to the ethics and 
morals virtue of humanity, even if other people do something bad to him like a broken its promise, 
Zainuddin character still remains on the path of moral virtue until the end of his life. Moreover Zainuddin 
always did good behavior to all people that face to him and never did something bad to other people. 
Fineness of manner exists when Zainuddin was in thick and thin or when Zainuddin was in difficult or 
happy. 
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5.3. Highly knowledgeable (‘ilm) 
Zainuddin character is a character that has a high knowledge, since his early life was at the beginning 
of this novel Zainuddin had traveled far to seek knowledge around Indonesia, Zainuddin character used 
that knowledge as a capital in his writing works and also with that knowledge Zainuddin create so many 
book and novel. After that Zainuddin became a very famous writer throughout Indonesia. 
5.4. Self-reliance 
Zainuddin character also found in possession of self-reliance elements, this element significantly 
applied by Zainuddin character when he create his name as a writer in Indonesia, Zainuddin character use 
all his energy in terms of mental, physical, spiritual and so on to execute the work as a writer. With 
persistent efforts, Zainuddin successfully emerged as famous writer in Indonesia. What is more important 
in the context of self-reliance, Zainuddin character creates his name as a writer with done all the work of 
writing alone without seeking help from others. With his self-reliance elements Zainuddin successfully 
develop himself from an indignation people to a famous writer. 
5.5. Authentic faith 
Zainuddin character also has authentic faith element, the faith that held by Zainuddin is Islamic faith. 
Zainuddin character is always consistent and remains steadfast in his belief, Zainuddin never done 
something that violates the Islamic faith. In whatever situation, Zainuddin remains firmly with the Islamic 
faith. Whether in difficult and unlucky condition, Zainuddin still hoping the help of Allah, as well as in 
the ease and luxury condition, Zainuddin character grateful to the success granted by Allah. 
5.6. Implement the properly worship 
Zainuddin character in this novel, if observed properly the elements of properly worship, it is not 
featured with the characters that do special worship as contained in the five pillars of Islam, such as 
reciting the Syahadah, solat, Zakah, the fast and Hajj, this is because the specific worship is not to be a 
concentrate in the formation of this novel. But the character is always portrayed as a character who is 
implement properly worship as a general worship through the work of writing, writing work done by 
Zainuddin character not because to be popular, but the goal is to implement properly religious worship 
through writings, at the same time to educate and develop community towards the betterment through his 
writings. 
5.7. Self-control 
Zainuddin character also has self-control element, this elements applied by Zainuddin character in 
variety conditions either difficult or easy and also healthy or sick. Thus Zainuddin character seem 
highlighted with self-control element through two forms of self-control, first form exist when Zainuddin 
faced with life trial, so Zainuddin character always patient and not give up, but always accept the received 
distress. The second form is used when he faces the convenience and luxury of life, Zainuddin character 
is not arrogant and always humble moreover Zainuddin character always grateful to Allah for the wealth 
they possess. 
5.8. Effectively manage time 
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Zainuddin character in this novel is not associated with the element of effectively manage time. 
5.9. Disciplined man 
Zainuddin character in this novel is not associated with the element of discipline man. 
5.10. People who have contributed to the community 
Zainuddin character in this novel is a great character in terms of contributing to others. Most 
significant contribution that given by Zainuddin is contribution to his society through writing efforts. 
Writing efforts by Zainuddin presented as an outcome that give positive impact on society, Zainuddin’s 
literature works invite people to develop themselves, keep of religion, developing country, development 
of women status and so forth. Zainuddin character also highlighted as a character who also participate in 
community activities such as association with the aim to contribute and benefit society. 
6. Conclusion 
Can be concluded that through main character in this novel (Zainuddin character), a total of eight 
human development elements has been highlighted in Zainuddin character, and with these eight elements 
of human development, Zainuddin character has successfully changed his life from a state of weakness to 
a better condition. By highlighting all elements of human development in Zainuddin character, it shows 
that all these elements is important to the process of human development, besides that the readers of this 
novel can get good lessons from the Zainuddin character, so novel "Tenggelamnya Kapal Van Der Wijck" 
can be categorized as a novel  that compatible with human development goals. Author of this novel 
“Hamka” may be one example or a model who wrote towards human development. Can also be 
concluded that a novel can be a medium of human development, but the novel must be loaded with the 
messages of human development so that readers can realize the importance of those messages in life. 
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